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Spoil your dinner and rot your teeth with the ultimate book of sweetie nostalgia!From the

creators of the TV Cream website and the authors of TV Cream Toys comes the ultimate in 70s

and 80s nostalgia - TV CREAM TUCK SHOP.A colourful, witty and irreverant encyclopedia of

all the sweets and crisps of your youth. From Mojos to Rainbrow Drops, Space Raiders to

Trios, Corona to Kia Ora and everything in between.
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FOREWORD BY JONATHAN ROSSI am writing this while on a diet – the curse, of course, of

being middle-aged and greedy. But one of the glorious things about this book is how it

manages to sweep you up and back to a time when, not only did you not have to worry or even

care how many calories were in, for example, an Aztec Bar or a packet of Spanish Gold, but it

wouldn’t have mattered if you did know! Because not only were the sweets so much better

when we were young, so were our metabolisms. I could drink as many cans of Cresta as I liked

then wolf down my own body weight in Space Dust and still, it seemed, not gain an ounce.

Heaven.I still love sweets, despite the disastrous effect they have on my physique. Who

doesn’t? Well, I know there are some out there who claim not to, but I am highly suspicious of

anyone who doesn’t occasionally pig out on large volumes of them. In particular those pinched,

unhappy-looking weirdos who have trained themselves to eat healthily and enjoy it! The kind

who you see eating apples, or snacking from ziplock bags of baby carrots or sliced peppers at

theme parks and the movies when they could be eating popcorn and Twizzlers and Maltesers.

Or Milk Duds, or Fruit Pastilles, or those metre long strips of sweet and sour red or green stuff.

(What is it, exactly? Chewy plastic? Solidified juice with a bit of rubber added for body? I don’t

know and I don’t really care – I’ll take five and a scoop of foam bananas as well.)So, as a lover

and consumer and admirer of sweeties both new and old I not only welcome this book, I

demand it! I have been waiting for such an exhaustive and mouthwatering catalogue of sugary

nostalgia ever since they stopped making Spangles (which, legend has it, were the first thing

Nelson Mandela requested after being freed for whatever it was he was supposed to have

done but didn’t. It was the thought of Spangles that kept him going! That’s what I heard,

anyway. Or Acid Drops).In Remembrance of Things Past (or ‘Recherchez de la Chose qui

J’adore, comme licorice et photographs du jeunes femmes dans stockings etc’ to give it its full

fancy French title) Proust banged on about the smells, cakes and whatnots of his youth and

how they became the most powerful and immediate triggers for his boyhood memories. This is

what someone told me after they spoke to someone else who had a friend who read it. (Feel

free to quote me on that.) And guess what? He’s right. The smell of cheap tobacco on a cold

morning as my fellow thirteen year-olds grabbed a last drag before slouching into school, the

taste of that pink flat chewing gum that came as a freebie with most picture cards, or the

confectionery cigarettes that less bold teens like me would eat then puff out on our breath on a

chilly morning in the hope a passing girl would think we were actually smoking – those are

probably the keenest and fondest recollections from about eight otherwise wasted years of my

life.So, to have the chance to wallow, unashamedly, in memories of the taste sensations that

exploded daily on my tongue – to bathe in the litres of now sadly discontinued fizzy drinks that

we gargled by the gallon, to rub my nose against the perfect photographic reproductions of the

crude but powerfully effective packaging that parted me, and millions of other gluttons in the

making, from our not-so-hard-earned pocket money – this book is about as close to time travel

as you can get. See you in the 1970s... and I’ll have a quarter of cola cubes.– Jonathan Ross,

2012



1 – INTRODUCTIONDomestic violence averted the Mackintosh’s Week-End way.It was in Tom

Brown’s Schooldays, Thomas Hughes’s atmospheric rites of passage novel, that the words

‘tuck shop’ first appeared in print. The likes of Billy Bunter, Roland Browning and Dudley

Dursley might have carried the torch for other generations of roving, grazing gluttons, but the

institutionalised indulgence of Hughes’s Rugby school story was the first literary work to

cement conspicuous consumption and childhood together.Ever since, the tastes, smells, sights

and sounds of the tuck shop have inspired nostalgia: the electric crackle of the sherbet

fountain; the chemical medley of pear drops and sugar mice; the anticipatory rat-a-tat-tat of

chocolate limes hitting the scale pan; or the weird brown dust in a packet of Fish ‘n’ Chips

sticking to your fingers. The right trigger can drill directly down to the most primitive parts of the

brain, setting off hidden time-bombs of happiness. For anyone of a certain age, memories of

childhood are irretrievably connected to the stomach.The tuck shop was a great leveller.

Everyone ate there, from the Walter Softies to the Bully Beefs (although the bullies would

probably steal the softies’ sweets too); Milky Bar kids, Flake girls and Fry’s Five Boys; Monster

Munchers, Fab-suckers and lemonade drinkers both secret and out of the closet. Forrest Gump

almost got it right. Life isn’t like a box of chocolates, but people are. In your allotted three score

and ten, you will undoubtedly come across a soft one, a hard one, a nutty one, and one full of

marzipan that nobody can stand. It literally takes allsorts.Oh, pish, tush and a cheap laugh

during a slow edition of QI! It’s Fry’s Five Boys (1902).There are two acknowledged golden

ages of British tuck. The first came in the 1920s and 1930s when, despite the Depression, the

big names of sweets and snacks consolidated their brands and expanded nationwide. The

second came in the 1970s and 1980s when, despite the Depression, the big names of sweets

and snacks put their accounts departments on indefinite leave and let their product

development departments go (fruit and) nuts, shunting out celebrity-endorsed chocolate bars,

whimsically shaped corn snacks, cartoon-wrapped nougat delights and plutonium-hued

sparkling sodas on a weekly basis.Manufacturing moved into Technicolor, all the better to catch

the wavering eye and stick in the mind for years to come. Sweet shops, until then like antique

shops – arthritic, grey and fusty, trapping sunbeams in dust and quietly ossifying – were

transformed into glittering Aladdin’s caves, crammed to the rafters with individually wrapped

sugared and savoury treasures. Somewhere between decimalisation and globalisation,

creative confectionery enjoyed its most fertile period – an auspicious era that began with the

last manned moon mission and ended as the first Sky channels beamed into unsuspecting

British homes.Not in the Screwfix catalogue: Trebor Chocolate Toolbox circa 1981.If that seems

vague, it is deliberately so. For historians, specific dates are vital but, for the retronaut,

experience trumps exactitude every time. In all honesty, which had more impact on the average

schoolgoer, the communist revolution or the Cadbury takeover? The ephemera of

confectionery are more transient than those of archaeology, which is why you will still find more

excitement around the unearthing of a shop selling a Rowntree’s Texan than of a museum

showing a Roundhead’s helmet. Even Churchill understood the importance of sweets,

defeating Hitler with a stiff upper lip and a pocketful of jujubes – and what is it they say an army

marches on, again? History is written by the victuallers.That journey to the corner shop took on

the nature of a pilgrimage for many a child, with a salivating smile and a skipping heartbeat.

Exiting front door or school gate, you’d proceed with ever-increasing speed to the shop, maybe

taking the long way round to pass the house where the future recipient of your last Rolo lived.

Leaving your bike outside in a casual heap, you entered the subdued, welcoming, blue-and-

white-vinyl-floor-tiled, no-cheques-cashed-thank-you interior. Inside, a fantastic cornucopia of

riches. Some items had a past longer than the shopkeeper himself, while others would go on to



outlive him. Many, with hindsight, would never see the year out.None of this mattered to your

prospective sweet purchaser, gloriously transfixed as they were in the moment, surveying the

ranks of stock. Iconic Mars bars sat next to the doomed likes of the Cadbury’s Alamo. The Fruit

Salad chew, old as the book of Genesis, shared shelf space with Trebor Fings, Rowntree’s

Junglies and other sugary mayflies. For every can of the Real Thing there were a dozen

returnable bottles of ersatz pop from the factory up the road. In the disinterested eyes of the

proprietor, all products, as long as someone bought them, were equal. No preferential

treatment here.You had to choose wisely, as funds were limited. Governmental sweet rationing

may have ended in 1953, but the economic and parental varieties still held sway. The adult

population’s inflationary woes trickled down to the kids via swingeing confectionery cutbacks.

Like ‘snout’ in prison, the rarity value of a decent bag of sweets gave its owner a certain social

status along with the toothache. Every spare penny was spent on high-fat, salt and sugar

products that we knew were probably bad for our hearts, but nevertheless good for our

souls.The high water mark of high concept sweet branding: Trebor Fings (1981).Plenty of

books on sweets and snacks already exist, but they tend to come from the producer’s side –

weighty tomes of corporate history, trade routes and sales areas. There’s nothing wrong with

that, but where’s the book written from the consumer’s point of view? The two are often wildly

divergent. To coin a phrase, Chocolate Oranges are not the only fruit. (Terry’s also made a

lemon, but it didn’t do the business.) Many products came and went – mere footnotes in their

manufacturers’ inventories – but that doesn’t mean they weren’t coveted, adored, consumed

with a passion and, just like old friends, noisily revisited a few hours later on the waste ground

behind the prefabs.Fortunately a lot of them tasted the same coming up as going down. They

also tasted pretty much the same as each other. There is, after all – Marianne Faithfull aside –

only so much you can do with a slab of milk chocolate, a cheesy corn puff or a lump of frozen

water on a stick. The marketing men inevitably loom large in this tale, coupling childlike

imagination with ruthless raiding of money boxes to create a world of hedonistic abandon,

populated by models, mascots and maniacal showbiz personalities all merrily hooked on the

product – whatever it may be – and keen to let the whole world know. Often in full song. For

better or worse, their efforts made a generation what it is, and what follows is, as much as

anything else, an account of how they focus-grouped our Funny Feet.Millions of products were

mocked up, marched out and formally trialled in regional tests, often several months before a

national launch, and – if found lacking – put out of their misery entirely. But occasionally a lucky

few went on to bigger and better things. This is why Mackems will swear blind that you could

buy peanut M&Ms in 1985, and yet it is also why incredulous Cockneys will fight to the death to

prove them wrong. Reliable brand ‘birthdays’ are hard to nail down, especially as the majority

of British manufacturers have been absorbed into a succession of international confectionery,

food and beverage corporations who have scant interest in lineage or continuity. That kind of

stock can’t be monetised on Wall Street, apparently.However, those big companies can’t help

but tinker and toy with their winning brands, all in the name of progress. Recipes are changed,

formulas are tweaked, and – most heinously of all – the packaging is modernised. Do not

despair. Despite the disappearance of some cherished childhood chocolate bars (ah, Mars

Applause, you barely registered a ripple on the sentimental Richter scale), many sweets,

crisps, snacks and pop are still available if you look hard enough. Only the artificial colours and

preservatives have been jettisoned, in favour of ‘all natural’ ingredients. Don’t believe those

people who wax lyrical about the good old days of gobstoppers the size of your head, either.

No, those Creme Eggs and Wagon Wheels haven’t got smaller. Your hands have got bigger. In

fact, with very few exceptions, the tuck shop fare of youth is served in heftier portions than ever



before, as the waddling, wobbling outlines of twenty-first century obesity crises serve to

illustrate.Dare you half-inch a Bobby Lolly? Circa 1977.So here it is, then, your very own

unnatural preservative of the best of the Great British Tuck Shop, from the lowly cardboard box

of cheap crisps, to the lofty glass jar of cola cubes. Go ahead, dive in – but don’t spoil your tea,

now.
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EPICurean M., “Awesome book of British sweets, snacks and brands. Great memorable book

about sweets from brands that came out during the early 1950s to 1990s. Most brands that I

remember had been discontinued, and rebranding to a new look and new recipes. Great book,

and reliving some of the sweets that I have eaten before as a kid.”

Russell Browning, “U.k. Memories. I choice this title because my friends were talking about the

old days in the U.K and this was a trip down memory lane.”

Kit_kat_Lil, “A page turning heady trip of nostalgia.. I read this book within a day, a true page

turner.Being a child of the 70's/80's most of the sweets, crisps, snacks, drinks and ice creams

are very familiar to me. Each wrapper and packet brought back memories and stories from

days gone by.The phraseology and wording of this book had me laughing out loud many a

time. And Nodding sagely at things I thought I'd imagined (I knew Double Deckers used to

contain raisins!)So get on your best ra-ra skirt and leg warmers, make sure your space hopper

is fully inflated and lose yourself in this amazing and very informative literary jewel. (Grifter

optional) :)”

Angelfan, “The Great British Tuck Shop by Steve Berry (Kindle e-book copy). I love most books

about Food History and although this is not a academic book, I'm still thoroughly enjoying it. It's

a trip down Memory Lane for me. The photos are lovely and certainly reminded me of

chocolate and sweets that I'd long forgotten; had they not been included, I don't think I'd have

remembered as many as I've done so far. If you wanted to relive your childhood (& possibly

your adulthood as well), then this is a good start.”

Peter Lee, “Wonderfully nostalgic. If you find yourself longing for the sweets of your childhood,

and particularly if you grew up in the 1970s and early 1980s, this book is a must for you.Steve

Berry's previous book of nostalgia, "
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", was wonderful, although more of a picture book than something you could read, but this

book has clearly been a labour of love. Yes there are lots of pictures of sweets, wrappers,

bags, lollies, cans, old advertisements from magazines, stills from TV ads and so on, but the

books is surprisingly thick - almost 400 pages in total - and there is a lot to read! Divided into

themed sections (chocolate, crisps & snacks, drinks, sweets and so on) each is then

subdivided into shorter pieces, so for example in the part devoted to chocolate there are

segments on bagged chocolates (Buttons, Maltesers, Minstrels...), sharing bars (Dairy Milk,

Galaxy...), individual bars (Mars, Milky Way...), fingers (Twix, Drifter, Time Out...) and so on. As

a book it is always interesting to read, often very funny, sometimes rather emotional, and I

loved it all.Not everything is covered, and you are bound to find some items aren't mentioned (I

was hoping to find a mention of a bar called "One Two" I remember - kind of like a Twix but with

each finger wrapped individually, and separated by perforations so you could share them or eat

one now and have the other later, but it wasn't there) or they are mentioned but not pictured,

but you'll find yourself grinning as you remember the brands you enjoyed so much, and craving

one more taste. It's a shame that there also isn't an index - the "periodic table" idea inside the

covers is fun but not that helpful really.A wonderful piece of nostalgia for any child of the 70s or

80s.”

Chris Hughes, “Like a selection box you can read. Leafing through the pages of The Great

British Tuck Shop feels a bit like waking up, John Simm-style, in an immaculately preserved

1970s sweet shop. Chronicling the imperial phase of the British confectionery industry, this

lovingly designed, researched and written book catalogues practically every chocolate bar, ice

lolly, penny chew, crunchy snack and fizzy beverage of your formative years.The brilliant thing

is not so much reading about the stuff you remember, but the products you'd forgotten ever

existed in the first place - Cadbury's Gambit, Trebor Double Agents and KP Sky Divers are all

granted one final moment in the sun, not to mention the Wall's, er, Kinky. Even Fry's Five-

Centres is here in all its decadent glory. Full of evocative images, wrappers, adverts and

promotional material (and if the promise of a massive picture of Derek Griffiths shilling for

Vimto doesn't reel you in, nothing will), The Great British Tuck Shop is an essential purchase

for anyone who's spent an evening in the pub attempting to remember all the words to the

"can't resist 'em..." advert for Cadbury's Creme Eggs.”

B i g Dave, “Sweet Nostalgia - When we had proper sweets!. Must say, I'm quite big on

nostalgia, especially when it comes to 80s games and music, but came across this book whilst

browsing, and must say, it's brilliant!.I know many of us look back on our past through rose

tinted glasses when in reality certain things were actually not as good as we'd care to admit,

but this book, more than most, proves that at least sweets really were better in our younger

days.A visit to the school tuck shop, or newsagent on the walk home is something we can all

remember fondly, but this book actually takes us back there, and presents us with a tuck shop



we could only dream about, not just sweets, but crisps and drinks as well.As you work your

way through, you'll find yourself saying "Wow, I used to buy them" every few minutes as the

book stirs the depths of your memory, but what's really good, is the completeness.Many

nostalgia books actually leave you frustrated, as they give just enough to take you on a trip

down memory lane, and just when you're really starting to enjoy and remember everything they

end.This book however, is so much better, a lot of time and research was obviously put into it,

and with so many product / advert pictures, they've created not just a book but a back in time

experience in which you can almost remember the smells and taste as well.I'm sure given the

books subject, that most people will enjoy this book, but especially those like me who attended

school in the 70's & 80s.It will probably also go to prove that sweets really were better then,

and called by their proper names, I mean ..Snickers? to me, they will always remain Marathon

bars!.Also, especially as it's currently Christmas, have you found yourself moaning year after

year, about how your £5 tin of Quality Streets or Roses, or sweets and chocolate bars in

general are getting smaller every year, and how big they used to be? well it's all here as proof

that it's mostly true, and wasn't just because our hands were smaller!A great book, on an

enjoyable subject, what's not to like?  ..Anyone for an Opal Fruit?”

The book by Steve Berry has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 93 people have provided feedback.
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